
Interfloor have been leading the way in underlay manufacture for over 70 years, consistently innovating in the field to produce many of the world’s most trusted 
flooring products. Known for their durability and ease of installation, Interfloor’s Duralay and Tredaire ranges can be found in many high profile interiors across the 
globe, including airports, casinos and hotels.

Interfloor has developed world-class underlays that optimise the life and appearance of carpets, luxury vinyl tiles (LVT) and hard flooring for a wide variety of 
environments and now exports millions of square metres of underlay to luxury hotels for use in guest rooms, transit areas and communal spaces.

Interfloor is accredited to ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001.
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MGM Hotel, Macau
15,000m2 Tredaire Colours Red

CASE STUDY

For further help and information, or to use our virtual underlay 
selector for specifiers, please visit www.interfloor.com

MGM Macau is a luxurious integrated resort and casino 
located in Macau, China. The resort features a world-class 
hotel with over 500 rooms and suites. These rooms are 
elegantly designed and offer a range of amenities and 
beautiful views, including views of the South China Sea or 
Macau’s skyline. 

Inspired by the arts, this hotel is full of contemporary and 
traditional chinese art and has been on the Forbes Travel 
Guide Five-Star recognition for the last 8 years.  In addition to 
it’s high end hotel rooms and stunning views, this hotel comes 
equipped with a world-class spa/ wellness centre and an 
impressive casino, making it a popular hotel destination. 

Interfloor was proud to supply 15,000m2 of Tredaire Colours 
Red for all the guest rooms and suite rooms throughout the 
hotel. 

 Thickness Density Tog dB

Colours Red  11.40mm 357kg/m3 1.65 46

Colours Red was picked for the luxurious underfoot feel, with 
a thickness of 11.40mm and a density of 357kg/m3, this underlay 
will not only provide ultimate comfort but is also exceptionally 
good at minimising both impact sound and airborne sound 
between rooms, making it a perfect choice for a hotel. 

Sponge rubber underlay is incredibly flexible and covers more 
applications than any other underlay type. 

Tredaire Colours Red


